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Executive summary 

 

This deliverable describes a formaliz
logistical concepts in the practical
chains and for assessing thei
BeWhere and LocaGIStics. It describes 
these two logistical assessment tools
interlinked so that LocaGIStics can further refine and detail the outcomes of the 
BeWhere model and that the BeWhere model can use the outcome of the 
LocaGIStics model to modify their calculations if needed.

The BeWhere model supports the development of EU
develop an optimal network of biomass delivery chains
techno-economic spatial model that enables the optimal design and allocation of 
biomass delivery chains (at national level) based on the minimizatio
emissions of the full supply chain taking account economies of scale, in order to meet 
certain demand. 

LocaGIStics is a regional assessment tool for biomass delivery chains. This tool can 
support the user to design optimal biomass deliver
level and analyze in a comparative way (for different biomass delivery chains) the 
spatial implications and the environmental and economic performance. It will take 
account of the biomass cost
options and novel logistical concepts.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

This deliverable describes a formalized stepwise approach for implementing optimal 
logistical concepts in the practical design of national and regional 
chains and for assessing their economic and GHG performance

. It describes the functionality of and the relation between 
two logistical assessment tools. BeWhere and LocaGIStics are closely 
ked so that LocaGIStics can further refine and detail the outcomes of the 

BeWhere model and that the BeWhere model can use the outcome of the 
LocaGIStics model to modify their calculations if needed. 

supports the development of EU-wide and national strategies to 
develop an optimal network of biomass delivery chains. The basis of this tool is a 

economic spatial model that enables the optimal design and allocation of 
biomass delivery chains (at national level) based on the minimizatio
emissions of the full supply chain taking account economies of scale, in order to meet 

assessment tool for biomass delivery chains. This tool can 
support the user to design optimal biomass delivery chains and networks at regional 
level and analyze in a comparative way (for different biomass delivery chains) the 
spatial implications and the environmental and economic performance. It will take 
account of the biomass cost-supply, the conversion and pre-treatment technology 
options and novel logistical concepts. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Formalized stepwise approach

The original title of this deliverable 
approach for implementing optimal logis
referred to a formalized stepwise approach for implementing optimal logistical 
concepts (logistical roadmap) in the practical
delivery chains and for assessing thei
logistical stepwise approach was intended to 
the tool to be further developed in WP4 (Task 4.5).

In the actual project the development of the assessment tool LocaGIStics 
iterative process, where the stepwise approach was improved and refined all the time 
during the process. Therefore
functionality of LocaGIStics
the final integrated tool is a reflection of the stepwise approach.

 

1.2. Contents of this report 

This report will first briefly describe the two assessment methods that were used in 
the stepwise approach in Chapter 2. Then a more detailed overview will be given of 
the BeWhere tool in Chapter 3, followed by some examples of the type of output 
generated by BeWhere. In Chapter 5 an overview is given of the newly developed 
tool LocaGIStics and the user
Then Chapter 7 indicates ho
remarks are made in Chapter 8. 

  

stepwise approach 

original title of this deliverable D3.5 in the DOW was ‘Formaliz
approach for implementing optimal logistical concepts (logistical roadmap)’. T

ed stepwise approach for implementing optimal logistical 
concepts (logistical roadmap) in the practical design of national and regional
delivery chains and for assessing their economic and GHG performance. 

approach was intended to be used as basis for the development of 
er developed in WP4 (Task 4.5). 

the development of the assessment tool LocaGIStics 
rocess, where the stepwise approach was improved and refined all the time 

Therefore, this deliverable is mainly a description of the 
functionality of LocaGIStics in relation to the BeWhere tool that already existed

is a reflection of the stepwise approach. 

report  

This report will first briefly describe the two assessment methods that were used in 
the stepwise approach in Chapter 2. Then a more detailed overview will be given of 

tool in Chapter 3, followed by some examples of the type of output 
generated by BeWhere. In Chapter 5 an overview is given of the newly developed 
tool LocaGIStics and the user-interface of LocaGIStics is described in Chapter 6. 
Then Chapter 7 indicates how to perform runs with LocaGIStics and some final 
remarks are made in Chapter 8.  
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ed stepwise approach for implementing optimal logistical 
and regional biomass 

c and GHG performance. This 
be used as basis for the development of 

the development of the assessment tool LocaGIStics was an 
rocess, where the stepwise approach was improved and refined all the time 

this deliverable is mainly a description of the 
that already existed. So 

This report will first briefly describe the two assessment methods that were used in 
the stepwise approach in Chapter 2. Then a more detailed overview will be given of 

tool in Chapter 3, followed by some examples of the type of output 
generated by BeWhere. In Chapter 5 an overview is given of the newly developed 

interface of LocaGIStics is described in Chapter 6. 
cs and some final 
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2. Two assessment methods

 

2.1. Introduction 

Two logistical assessment methods have already been briefly described in 
Deliverable D3.2 ‘Logistical concept

• BeWhere for the European & national level;
• LocaGIStics for the Burgundy and Spa

BeWhere and LocaGIStics are closely interlinked so that L
refine and detail the outcomes of 
can use the outcome of the L
The relationship between BeWhere and L
Figure 1.  
 

Figure 1. Relation between BeWhere and LocaGIS

 

ssessment methods used in stepwise approach

Two logistical assessment methods have already been briefly described in 
Logistical concepts’ (Annevelink et al., 2015): 

BeWhere for the European & national level; 
tics for the Burgundy and Spanish case on the regional level.

BeWhere and LocaGIStics are closely interlinked so that LocaGIS
refine and detail the outcomes of the BeWhere model and that the BeWhere model 
can use the outcome of the LocaGIStics model to modify their calculations if needed. 
The relationship between BeWhere and LocaGIStics in the S2Biom project is given 

Where and LocaGIStics. 
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ocaGIStics can further 
the BeWhere model and that the BeWhere model 
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tics in the S2Biom project is given in 
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2.2. BeWhere  

The BeWhere model (www.iiasa.ac.at/bewhere
wide and national strategies to develop an optimal network of biomass delivery 
chains (Leduc, 2009; Leduc, 2012
this tool is a techno-economic spatial model that enables the optimal design and 
allocation of biomass delivery chains (at national level) 
the cost and emissions of the
scale, in order to meet certain demand. For doing this it considers the input
biomass cost-supply from WP
the logistical and pre-treatment tech
as assessed in WP7 with the ReSolve model (for different scenarios). ReSolve also 
takes into account the already existing production plants and local energy demand 
(provided the information is included in the too
network of existing and suggestions for new biomass conversion and pre
chains according to optimal selection of technology, their location and capacity, the 
costs of each segment of the supply chain, the total bio
demand (depending on which technologies can be feasibly included in the tool), 
avoided emissions at different geographical levels (regional, national and European 
level). The spatial resolution in BeWhere is different between the ca
ranging e.g., from 10 km grid resolution for Burgundy to 40
Europe. Figure 2 presents a typical output from the BeWhere model with the 
locations of the bioenergy production plants (black circles). The selected production 
plants collect the biomass from the closest locations (Figure 
color represents the biomass collected for the production plant the area of the same 
color). The bioenergy production plants produce both heat and power. Heat is 
assumed to be distributed a district heating network, and therefore cannot be shipped 
for distances longer than 30 
plants and at the same time the location of the heat demand in Burgundy. One can 
notice that the plants are located where the heat demand is the highest.

Overall it is clear that the Be
establishing biomass delivery chains to reach specific national bio
bioeconomy targets. However, before enabling reliable support it is necessary to fill 
the tool with data as accurate 
supply, existing biomass installations, topography, road
heat and power demand as we
can be used as input for further analysis and more precise chain d
evaluation in the LocaGIStics tool.
of the selected production plants, their 

 

www.iiasa.ac.at/bewhere) supports the development of EU
wide and national strategies to develop an optimal network of biomass delivery 

uc, 2012; Wetterlund, 2013; Natarajan, 2011
economic spatial model that enables the optimal design and 

ery chains (at national level) based on the minimization of 
the cost and emissions of the full supply chain and taking into account economies of 
scale, in order to meet certain demand. For doing this it considers the input

supply from WP1, the conversion technology specifications of WP2 and 
treatment technologies from WP3 and the demand categories 

as assessed in WP7 with the ReSolve model (for different scenarios). ReSolve also 
takes into account the already existing production plants and local energy demand 
(provided the information is included in the tool). BeWhere provides as output a 
network of existing and suggestions for new biomass conversion and pre
chains according to optimal selection of technology, their location and capacity, the 
costs of each segment of the supply chain, the total bio-energy and biomaterial 

(depending on which technologies can be feasibly included in the tool), 
avoided emissions at different geographical levels (regional, national and European 

The spatial resolution in BeWhere is different between the ca
km grid resolution for Burgundy to 40 km grid resolution for 

presents a typical output from the BeWhere model with the 
locations of the bioenergy production plants (black circles). The selected production 
plants collect the biomass from the closest locations (Figure 2, left side, where one 
color represents the biomass collected for the production plant the area of the same 
color). The bioenergy production plants produce both heat and power. Heat is 

to be distributed a district heating network, and therefore cannot be shipped 
for distances longer than 30 km. The right side of Figure 2 present the location of the 

at the same time the location of the heat demand in Burgundy. One can 
that the plants are located where the heat demand is the highest.

eWhere tool can support the development of strategies for 
establishing biomass delivery chains to reach specific national bio-

wever, before enabling reliable support it is necessary to fill 
the tool with data as accurate as possible on many aspects including biomass cost
supply, existing biomass installations, topography, road and railway 

as well as the associated costs/prices. Output of BeWhere 
can be used as input for further analysis and more precise chain d

tics tool. BeWhere will provide to LocaGIStics the locations 
of the selected production plants, their capacity and technology chosen. 

D3.5 
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color). The bioenergy production plants produce both heat and power. Heat is 

to be distributed a district heating network, and therefore cannot be shipped 
present the location of the 

at the same time the location of the heat demand in Burgundy. One can 
that the plants are located where the heat demand is the highest.  

tool can support the development of strategies for 
-energy and wider 

wever, before enabling reliable support it is necessary to fill 
on many aspects including biomass cost-

railway network data, 
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can be used as input for further analysis and more precise chain design and 
BeWhere will provide to LocaGIStics the locations 
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Figure 2. Example of output of BeWhere

 

2.3. LocaGIStics 

LocaGIStics is a regional assessment tool for biomass
support the user to design optimal biomass
level and analyze in a comparative way (for different biomass delivery chains) the 
spatial implications and the environmental and economic performance. It will take 
account of the biomass cost
technology options from WP2 and WP3 and the novel logistical concepts of biomass 
hubs and yards from WP3. In relation to environmental impacts it takes account of 
the indicators and guidelines to be developed in WP5 for assessi
sustainability performance for bioeconomy value chains developed in WP5.

This tool provides support to 
best ways to develop their bio
biomass resources potentially available to them. The scale of assessment is to be as 
detailed as data allows in the case studies for which the tool is developed. The
was developed and validated in 

of output of BeWhere for Burgundy. 

assessment tool for biomass delivery chains. This tool can
support the user to design optimal biomass delivery chains and netwo

e in a comparative way (for different biomass delivery chains) the 
spatial implications and the environmental and economic performance. It will take 
account of the biomass cost-supply from WP1, the conversion and pre
technology options from WP2 and WP3 and the novel logistical concepts of biomass 
hubs and yards from WP3. In relation to environmental impacts it takes account of 
the indicators and guidelines to be developed in WP5 for assessi
sustainability performance for bioeconomy value chains developed in WP5.

This tool provides support to regional and local stakeholders in making strategies for 
best ways to develop their bio-based economy and making use of sustainable l
biomass resources potentially available to them. The scale of assessment is to be as 
detailed as data allows in the case studies for which the tool is developed. The

s developed and validated in two case study regions. 

D3.5 

 
 

 

delivery chains. This tool can 
delivery chains and networks at regional 

e in a comparative way (for different biomass delivery chains) the 
spatial implications and the environmental and economic performance. It will take 

conversion and pre-treatment 
technology options from WP2 and WP3 and the novel logistical concepts of biomass 
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the indicators and guidelines to be developed in WP5 for assessing the overall 
sustainability performance for bioeconomy value chains developed in WP5. 
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detailed as data allows in the case studies for which the tool is developed. The tool 
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Figure 3. Example of the interface of LocaGIStics

 
The first version of this tool 
from the LogistEC project 
evaluate in more detail the solutions for additiona
proposed by the BeWhere
several biomass delivery designs using the variation in logistical concepts identified 
in WP3 (D3.2) covering of transport, pre
feasibility of every chain design can then b
different biomass delivery chains) in relation to environmental (GHG emissions and 
mitigation including land use change emissions, soil C and an economic mini
acceptable return analysis). It will take account of high resolution cost
information available at 2,500 m resolution grid.
collection of data for the case studie

 

2.4. General comparison

As mentioned BeWhere and LocaGIStics are two 
each other (see Figure 1). The first one, 
location, and the latter one,
given plant provided by the BeWhere model. 
between BeWhere and LocaGIStics.

  

e interface of LocaGIStics for Burgundy. 

The first version of this tool was developed for the Burgundy case study using input 
EC project (Figure 3). It enables the users to further design and 

the solutions for additional biomass delivery chains 
the BeWhere model for Burgundy. These solutions are translated in 

several biomass delivery designs using the variation in logistical concepts identified 
in WP3 (D3.2) covering of transport, pre-treatment and convers
feasibility of every chain design can then be analyzed in a comparative way (for 
different biomass delivery chains) in relation to environmental (GHG emissions and 
mitigation including land use change emissions, soil C and an economic mini
acceptable return analysis). It will take account of high resolution cost

500 m resolution grid. Guidelines have b
ta for the case studies.  

omparison of the two tools 

BeWhere and LocaGIStics are two logistical models that complement 
. The first one, an optimization model, optimizes the plant 

er one, a simulation model, simulates the collection points for a 
given plant provided by the BeWhere model. Table 1 highlights the main differences 

caGIStics. 
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Table 1. Comparison between functionality of BeWhere and LocaGIStics.

BeWhere 

• supply chain optimization
• national level 
• policy maker 
• rough grid 
• determine the optimal 

    geographic location of 
    production plants 

  

  

. Comparison between functionality of BeWhere and LocaGIStics. 

LocaGIStics 

supply chain optimization 

determine the optimal  
geographic location of  

 

• supply chain simulation
• regional level 
• project developer 
• finer grid 
• use one of the plant locations

    optimized from BeWhere & 
    refine it 
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use one of the plant locations 
ized from BeWhere &  
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3. Overview of BeWhere

 

3.1. BeWhere general description

The BeWhere model follows the steps described in 
data and other socio economic data 
transformed into text files that can easily be read in GAMS.
model are further read and interpreted in Matlab 
into an excel table. This structure of the model allows the user to create diverse 
scenarios with varying locations of e.g.
parameters without varying the core 

Figure 4. Overview of the modeling steps of the BeWhere model

 

3.2. Data requirements BeWhere

The input data required in BeWhere has a lot on c
LocaGIStics, but still does cover the following as expressed in 
information in the Table below should be provided for each country and at the level of 
each grid point. 

of BeWhere 

general description 

The BeWhere model follows the steps described in Figure 4. All geographic explicit 
and other socio economic data are read from Matlab to be proce

ed into text files that can easily be read in GAMS. The results 
model are further read and interpreted in Matlab and will further be plotted and read 

This structure of the model allows the user to create diverse 
ng locations of e.g. plants, feedstock, or value of 

parameters without varying the core of the model. 

Overview of the modeling steps of the BeWhere model. 

Data requirements BeWhere 

The input data required in BeWhere has a lot on common with the one from 
LocaGIStics, but still does cover the following as expressed in 

able below should be provided for each country and at the level of 

D3.5 
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The results from the 
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Table 2. Required data for BeWhere

Category Attri

Biomass characteristics Biomass type(s)

 Higher heating value per biomass type (GJ/ton dm) 

Biomass availability Amount of biomass available per source location/grid cell (ton 
dm/year) 
at the grid level.

 Costs

 Energy 

 GHG emission used for biomass production (ton CO

Logistics Type

 Detailed road/rail
maps)

 Maximum volume

 Maximum weight

 Costs 

 Costs fixed

 Energy

 GHG emission per transport

Conversion Technology type

 Net energy returns electricity (

 Net energy returns heat (

 Capacity 

 Working hours (hours/

 Costs 

 Costs 

 Energy 

 Emissions CO

 Economical characteristics of each country (taxes, labour cost

Revenues Price electricity (

 Price heat (

 Price o

Distribution Cost of transport of the end

 Location of the demand point for heat, electricity or transport fuel

 Amount of demand of energy products

Policy instruments Carbon cost, cost of competing product (fossil fuel based), subsidies

 Emissions factors for each energy product per country

Imports Locations of different import location ports (overseas or inland)

 Quantities of biomass or transport fuel that c
specific import point.

 

 

Required data for BeWhere. 

Attribute description (unit) 

Biomass type(s) available (name) 

Higher heating value per biomass type (GJ/ton dm) 

Amount of biomass available per source location/grid cell (ton 
dm/year)  
at the grid level. 

osts at roadside per biomass type (€/ton dm) 

Energy used for biomass production (GJ/ton dm) 

GHG emission used for biomass production (ton CO

Type of available transport means for each part of the chain (name)

Detailed road/rail/ship network (could be taken from open street 
maps) 

Maximum volume capacity per transport type (m3) 

Maximum weight capacity per transport type (ton) 

osts variable per transport type (€/km) 

Costs fixed per transport type (€/load) 

nergy used per transport type (MJ/km)  

GHG emission per transport type (ton CO2-eq/ton dm)

echnology type per conversion plant (name) 

Net energy returns electricity (usable GJ/GJ input *100%)

Net energy returns heat (usable GJ/GJ input *100%)

apacity input (PJbiomass/year) 

Working hours (hours/year) 

Costs conversion plant fixed (M€/year) 

Costs conversion variable (M€/PJbiomass) 

Energy use for conversion (GJ/m3) 

Emissions CO2 equivalent (mg/Nm3) 

Economical characteristics of each country (taxes, labour cost

Price electricity (€/GJ) 

Price heat (€/GJ) 

Price other type(s) of (intermediate) products (€/ton)

Cost of transport of the end-use product (electricity, heat or biofuel)

Location of the demand point for heat, electricity or transport fuel

Amount of demand of energy products 

Carbon cost, cost of competing product (fossil fuel based), subsidies

Emissions factors for each energy product per country

Locations of different import location ports (overseas or inland)

Quantities of biomass or transport fuel that can be imported at each 
specific import point. 
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Higher heating value per biomass type (GJ/ton dm)  

Amount of biomass available per source location/grid cell (ton 

GHG emission used for biomass production (ton CO2-eq/ton dm) 

means for each part of the chain (name) 

network (could be taken from open street 

eq/ton dm) 

usable GJ/GJ input *100%) 

usable GJ/GJ input *100%) 

Economical characteristics of each country (taxes, labour cost, …) 

/ton) 

use product (electricity, heat or biofuel) 

Location of the demand point for heat, electricity or transport fuel 

Carbon cost, cost of competing product (fossil fuel based), subsidies 

Emissions factors for each energy product per country 

Locations of different import location ports (overseas or inland) 

an be imported at each 
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As an example of input data for the technologies, 
and maintenance and the investment costs of the technologies that run under woody 
biomass for the production of heat and powe

Figure 5. Operation and maintenance (top) and investment (
the plant capacity expressed in biomass input for the technologies developed 
under the WP2. 

  

As an example of input data for the technologies, Figure 5 presents the operation 
and maintenance and the investment costs of the technologies that run under woody 
biomass for the production of heat and power. 

 

 

Operation and maintenance (top) and investment (bottom) costs depending of 
the plant capacity expressed in biomass input for the technologies developed 
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presents the operation 
and maintenance and the investment costs of the technologies that run under woody 

 

 

) costs depending of 
the plant capacity expressed in biomass input for the technologies developed 
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4. Type of results from BeWhere

 

The BeWhere model cannot be run online d
European level. Nevertheless the results can be uploaded on 
so that the user can have a quick overview of the consequences on the results when 
varying key parameters such 
following Tables and Figures presents some examples of the outcome from the 
BeWhere model. Table 3 presents
the case study of Burgundy together with the amount of feedstock required and 
final energy output. The model keeps also track of all costs and emissions of the 
supply chain.  

Table 3. Overview of the bioenergy plant locations, biomass collection and energy 
carrier generation

No Longitude 

deg 

Latitude 

deg 

1 3.59 47.78 

2 4.87 47.03 

3 4.35 46.92 

4 2.90 47.35 

5 2.97 47.47 

6 5.13 47.31 

7 5.20 47.58 

8 3.15 47.03 

9 3.42 48.04 

10 4.91 46.58 

11 4.38 46.65 

12 3.58 47.86 

At the European scale, the results provide information on the loca
flows of biomass between the different countries as well as the distribution of the 
technologies. At such a scale, the results have more interest when aggregated at the 
country or the European level. 
under the WP2 of the project can be selected for the production of power and heat in 
Europe under different policy scenarios. As an indication, those technologies are 
presented in Figure 6 at the top
technologies with increasing ca
the development of technologies with increasing fossil fuel cost (here the 
factor represents the factor applied to the 2013 fossil fuel cost the limiting factor 

esults from BeWhere 

cannot be run online due to long computation time at the 
European level. Nevertheless the results can be uploaded on a user friendly platform 
so that the user can have a quick overview of the consequences on the results when 
varying key parameters such as cost of fossil fuel, or carbon in the system. The 

igures presents some examples of the outcome from the 
presents the selected plants from the BeWhere model for 

the case study of Burgundy together with the amount of feedstock required and 
final energy output. The model keeps also track of all costs and emissions of the 

Overview of the bioenergy plant locations, biomass collection and energy 
carrier generation. 

Max collection 

distance (km) 
Straw 

(kt/a) 

Miscanthus 

(kt/a) 

Power

(TJ/a)

146 17 13 

121 13 17 

146 12 18 

143 6 15 

158 11 18 

70 18 12 

114 20 10 

109 14 14 

79 18 12 

103 16 14 

108 10 17 

108 16 14 

At the European scale, the results provide information on the locations of the plants, 
flows of biomass between the different countries as well as the distribution of the 
technologies. At such a scale, the results have more interest when aggregated at the 
country or the European level. Figure 6 presents how the technolog
under the WP2 of the project can be selected for the production of power and heat in 
Europe under different policy scenarios. As an indication, those technologies are 

t the top. The figure at the top present the develo
technologies with increasing carbon cost, and the second one at the 
the development of technologies with increasing fossil fuel cost (here the 
factor represents the factor applied to the 2013 fossil fuel cost the limiting factor 
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ue to long computation time at the 
user friendly platform 

so that the user can have a quick overview of the consequences on the results when 
n in the system. The 

igures presents some examples of the outcome from the 
the selected plants from the BeWhere model for 

the case study of Burgundy together with the amount of feedstock required and the 
final energy output. The model keeps also track of all costs and emissions of the 

Overview of the bioenergy plant locations, biomass collection and energy 

Power 

(TJ/a) 

Heat 

(TJ/a) 

128 306 

128 306 

128 306 

89 214 

126 302 

128 306 

128 306 

122 293 

128 306 

128 306 

115 276 

128 306 

tions of the plants, 
flows of biomass between the different countries as well as the distribution of the 
technologies. At such a scale, the results have more interest when aggregated at the 

presents how the technologies developed 
under the WP2 of the project can be selected for the production of power and heat in 
Europe under different policy scenarios. As an indication, those technologies are 

present the development of 
the bottom presents 

the development of technologies with increasing fossil fuel cost (here the fossil fuel 
factor represents the factor applied to the 2013 fossil fuel cost the limiting factor 
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being the biomass availability, the feedstock is distributed between small, medium 
and large scale industries. 

Figure 6. Technology development for the combined heat and power plants with varying 
carbon cost at fossil fuel equals to the 2013 l
cost at carbon cost equals to zero (bottom

Small-scale industries are mainly of high interest at low fossil fuel
and large-scale industries are becoming of interest at increasing carbon cost due to 
the high potential of emission substitution effect of those plant. They are also 
interesting when the fossil fuel cost is increasing, which can be interpreted as a 
subsidy effect. As the competing product is getting more expensive, the high 
investment of those plants
expansion of a technology is much steeper in a carbon scenario, whereas a fossil 
fuel change increases much slowly the expansion of the same technology.

g the biomass availability, the feedstock is distributed between small, medium 
 

 

 

echnology development for the combined heat and power plants with varying 
carbon cost at fossil fuel equals to the 2013 levels (top), and varying fossil fuel 

arbon cost equals to zero (bottom). 

scale industries are mainly of high interest at low fossil fuel cost or carbon cost, 
scale industries are becoming of interest at increasing carbon cost due to 

tential of emission substitution effect of those plant. They are also 
interesting when the fossil fuel cost is increasing, which can be interpreted as a 
subsidy effect. As the competing product is getting more expensive, the high 
investment of those plants is getting as well interesting. Nevertheless the ratio of 
expansion of a technology is much steeper in a carbon scenario, whereas a fossil 
fuel change increases much slowly the expansion of the same technology.
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g the biomass availability, the feedstock is distributed between small, medium 

echnology development for the combined heat and power plants with varying 
and varying fossil fuel 

cost or carbon cost, 
scale industries are becoming of interest at increasing carbon cost due to 

tential of emission substitution effect of those plant. They are also 
interesting when the fossil fuel cost is increasing, which can be interpreted as a 
subsidy effect. As the competing product is getting more expensive, the high 

is getting as well interesting. Nevertheless the ratio of 
expansion of a technology is much steeper in a carbon scenario, whereas a fossil 
fuel change increases much slowly the expansion of the same technology. 
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5. Overview of LocaGIStics

 

5.1. General description

At the start of the development of the LocaGIStics tool 
were determined in several iterations. This
LocaGIStics (Figure 7) that was then used by the soft
simulation tool. 

Figure 7. Set-up of LocaGIStics.

During this iterative design process of 
should include the following functionality:

Transfer from BeWhere 
• select country;  
• select region case study;
• select pre-calculated BeWhere case that needs to be analyzed in more detail

of LocaGIStics 

n of the functionality of LocaGIStics

At the start of the development of the LocaGIStics tool the functional requirements 
in several iterations. This has led to a first general set

that was then used by the software developers to build the 

up of LocaGIStics. 

design process of LocaGIStics it was decided that this new tool 
the following functionality: 

se study; 
calculated BeWhere case that needs to be analyzed in more detail
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the functional requirements 
irst general set-up of 

ware developers to build the 

 

it was decided that this new tool 

calculated BeWhere case that needs to be analyzed in more detail; 
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• get grid coordinates of BeWhere and the box (10x10 km, 50x50 km) of 
identified conversion installation location(s) for which BeWhere identified 
room; 

• get additional data from BeWhere like 
o location, type of conversion technology, scale, costs and GHG effects 

of the calculated power plants
o used amount of biomass per power plant on map

LocaGIStics 
• determine unique number for this analysis, e.g. case name in combination wi

run number; 
• choose biomass types that need to be included on the map (this can be more 

than one); 
• represent locations of each biomass type with separate color on the map 

(within certain boundaries to be specified, e.g. 50x50 km);
• check if amount of biom
• specify import amounts and distances and transport type (costs);
• choose size of grid network that LocaGIStics wants to impose on the map (e.g. 

2.5x2.5 km, 5x5 km, 
cell; 

• choose the number of power plants to be included in analysis;
• enable the user to change the pre

(can be more than one) on the map
locations for the intermediate collection points; f
spatial distribution of biomass potentials, infrastructure a
areas will be provided

• specify the number of intermediate collection points and possibly allocate them 
to a specific power plant;

• let the user allocate a location on the map for an intermediate collection site 
(can be more than one);

• choose starting parameters of the run;
• start ‘peeling mechanism’

calculated distances 
• determine preliminary results: 

o calculate total transport distance of biomass supply per arc (possibly 
with different transport type); 

o represent biomass actually used on map

Simple sheet (calculation method)
• transfer data to simple sheet:
• run simple sheet; 
• transfer data back to web application

get grid coordinates of BeWhere and the box (10x10 km, 50x50 km) of 
identified conversion installation location(s) for which BeWhere identified 

from BeWhere like  
location, type of conversion technology, scale, costs and GHG effects 
of the calculated power plants; 
used amount of biomass per power plant on map. 

determine unique number for this analysis, e.g. case name in combination wi

choose biomass types that need to be included on the map (this can be more 

represent locations of each biomass type with separate color on the map 
(within certain boundaries to be specified, e.g. 50x50 km); 
check if amount of biomass in selected area (e.g. 50x50km) is sufficient;
specify import amounts and distances and transport type (costs);
choose size of grid network that LocaGIStics wants to impose on the map (e.g. 

, 10x10 km) to be able to calculate biomass

choose the number of power plants to be included in analysis;
enable the user to change the pre-specified location for each conversion site 
(can be more than one) on the map; initially the user can specify manually the 

intermediate collection points; for this supportive layers like 
spatial distribution of biomass potentials, infrastructure and location of urban 
areas will be provided; 
specify the number of intermediate collection points and possibly allocate them 

a specific power plant; 
let the user allocate a location on the map for an intermediate collection site 
(can be more than one); 
choose starting parameters of the run; 
start ‘peeling mechanism’; the peeling mechanism can be based on pre

 or on the as the bird flies distances; 
determine preliminary results:  

calculate total transport distance of biomass supply per arc (possibly 
with different transport type);  
represent biomass actually used on map. 

(calculation method) 
er data to simple sheet: e.g. cumulative transport distance

to web application. 
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get grid coordinates of BeWhere and the box (10x10 km, 50x50 km) of 
identified conversion installation location(s) for which BeWhere identified 

location, type of conversion technology, scale, costs and GHG effects 

determine unique number for this analysis, e.g. case name in combination with 

choose biomass types that need to be included on the map (this can be more 

represent locations of each biomass type with separate color on the map 

ass in selected area (e.g. 50x50km) is sufficient; 
specify import amounts and distances and transport type (costs); 
choose size of grid network that LocaGIStics wants to impose on the map (e.g. 

km) to be able to calculate biomass totals per grid 

choose the number of power plants to be included in analysis; 
specified location for each conversion site 

nitially the user can specify manually the 
or this supportive layers like 

nd location of urban 

specify the number of intermediate collection points and possibly allocate them 

let the user allocate a location on the map for an intermediate collection site 

eeling mechanism can be based on pre-

calculate total transport distance of biomass supply per arc (possibly 

cumulative transport distance; 
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LocaGIStics 
• represent final results for the case on i) 

energy effects. 

Transfer to BeWhere 
• send suggestions to BeWhere for updating their analysis based on results 

LocaGIStics run. 

 

5.2. Data requirements for LocaGIStics

There is some overlap with the required data for the BeWhe
general LocaGIStics will need more detailed data than the B
a required logistical component could already be present in the S2Biom logistical 
component database (WP3). However, several deviations might occur, which require 
changes to the records in the database:

• if available but incomplete, t
logistical component

• if available but containing other numbers than expected (e.g. costs), then 
please copy the original logistical component and make changes in the copied 
version to adjust it to the requir

• if not available at all then several options are available: i) copy a similar 
existing component and make changes in the copied version to adjust it to the 
required numbers or ii) make a completely new logistical component

Data for the conversion technology could already be present in the database (WP2).

The required data are given in Table 

Table 4. Description of the set

Category Attribute description (unit)

Biomass value chain General description 
variants and specific questions (e.g. intermediate collection points 
included or not) that could be addressed by the LocaGIStics tool in the 
case study 

 Number of biomass yards (number)

 Coordinates of
(plus map

 Number of conversion plants (number)

 Coordinates of possible locations for 
projection)

 Locations where conversion plants or intermediate collect
should not be placed (e.g. Natura 2000 regions)

 

sent final results for the case on i) cost effects, ii) GHG effects and iii) 

gestions to BeWhere for updating their analysis based on results 

for LocaGIStics 

There is some overlap with the required data for the BeWhere model. However, in 
tics will need more detailed data than the BeWhere model.

a required logistical component could already be present in the S2Biom logistical 
component database (WP3). However, several deviations might occur, which require 
changes to the records in the database: 

if available but incomplete, then please add the missing data of that specific 
logistical component; 
if available but containing other numbers than expected (e.g. costs), then 
please copy the original logistical component and make changes in the copied 
version to adjust it to the required numbers; 
if not available at all then several options are available: i) copy a similar 
existing component and make changes in the copied version to adjust it to the 
required numbers or ii) make a completely new logistical component

n technology could already be present in the database (WP2).

The required data are given in Table 4 and 5. 

Description of the set-up of the biomass value chain. 

Attribute description (unit) 

General description of the set-up of the biomass value chain, including 
variants and specific questions (e.g. intermediate collection points 
included or not) that could be addressed by the LocaGIStics tool in the 
case study (text) 

Number of biomass yards (number) 

Coordinates of possible locations for intermediate collection points 
(plus map-projection) 

Number of conversion plants (number) 

Coordinates of possible locations for conversion plants ( plus map
projection) 

Locations where conversion plants or intermediate collect
should not be placed (e.g. Natura 2000 regions) 
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ects, ii) GHG effects and iii) 

gestions to BeWhere for updating their analysis based on results 

re model. However, in 
eWhere model. Data for 

a required logistical component could already be present in the S2Biom logistical 
component database (WP3). However, several deviations might occur, which require 

hen please add the missing data of that specific 

if available but containing other numbers than expected (e.g. costs), then 
please copy the original logistical component and make changes in the copied 

if not available at all then several options are available: i) copy a similar 
existing component and make changes in the copied version to adjust it to the 
required numbers or ii) make a completely new logistical component. 

n technology could already be present in the database (WP2).  

up of the biomass value chain, including 
variants and specific questions (e.g. intermediate collection points 
included or not) that could be addressed by the LocaGIStics tool in the 

possible locations for intermediate collection points 

conversion plants ( plus map-

Locations where conversion plants or intermediate collection points 
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Table 5. Required data for LocaGIStics.

Category Attribute description (unit)

Biomass characteristics Biomass type(s)

 Bulk density per 

 Higher heating

 Moisture content 

Biomass availability Amount of biomass available per source location/grid cell (ton dm/year) 
(this should be as detailed as possible, e.g. Nuts4 o
parcel level, please add GIS file (shapefile) with locations)

 Description of form/shape (name) e.g. bales or chips

 Costs 

 Energy 

 GHG emission used for biomass production (ton CO

Storage Type

 Capacity per

 Costs per 

 Energy 

 GHG emission 

Logistics Type

 Detailed road/rail network (could be taken from

 Maximum volume

 Maximum weight

 Costs 

 Costs fixed

 Energy

 GHG emi

Handling Type
for loading and unloading

 Costs 

 Energy used 

 GHG emiss

Pre-treatment Type of pre

 Description of 

 Costs 

 Energy input 

 GHG emission per 

Conversion Technology type

 Net energy returns electricity (

 Net energy returns heat (

 Capac

 Working hours (hours/month)

 Costs 

Required data for LocaGIStics. 

Attribute description (unit) 

Biomass type(s) available (name) 

Bulk density per biomass type (kg dm/m3) 

Higher heating value per biomass type (GJ/ton dm) 

Moisture content at roadside per biomass type (kg moisture/ kg total)

Amount of biomass available per source location/grid cell (ton dm/year) 
(this should be as detailed as possible, e.g. Nuts4 o
parcel level, please add GIS file (shapefile) with locations)

Description of form/shape (name) e.g. bales or chips

osts at roadside per biomass type (€/ton dm) 

Energy used for biomass production (GJ/ton dm) 

GHG emission used for biomass production (ton CO

Type of storage per specific location (name) 

Capacity per storage type per location (m3) 

Costs per storage type per location (€/m3.month) 

Energy used per storage type per location (MJ/ m3.month

GHG emission per storage type (ton CO2-eq/ton dm)

Type of available transport means for each part of the chain (name)

Detailed road/rail network (could be taken from open street maps)

Maximum volume capacity per transport type (m3) 

Maximum weight capacity per transport type (ton) 

osts variable per transport type (€/km) 

Costs fixed per transport type (€/load) 

nergy used per transport type (MJ/km)  

GHG emission per transport type (ton CO2-eq/ton dm)

Type of available handling equipment per specific location (name) e.g. 
for loading and unloading 

Costs handling equipment per type (€/m3) 

Energy used per handling equipment type (MJ/m3) 

GHG emission per handling equipment type (ton CO

Type of pre-treatment needed per specific location (name)

Description of output form/shape (name) e.g. chips, 

Costs of pre-treatment per type (€/m3) 

Energy input of pre-treatment per type (MJ/m3)  

GHG emission per pre-treatment type (ton CO2-eq/ton dm)

echnology type per conversion plant (name) 

Net energy returns electricity (usable GJ/GJ input *100%)

Net energy returns heat (usable GJ/GJ input *100%)

apacity input (ton dm/year or ton dm/month) 

Working hours (hours/month) 

Costs conversion plant fixed (€/year) 
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value per biomass type (GJ/ton dm)  

(kg moisture/ kg total) 

Amount of biomass available per source location/grid cell (ton dm/year) 
(this should be as detailed as possible, e.g. Nuts4 or Nuts5 or even at 
parcel level, please add GIS file (shapefile) with locations) 

Description of form/shape (name) e.g. bales or chips 

GHG emission used for biomass production (ton CO2-eq/ton dm) 

.month) 

eq/ton dm) 

means for each part of the chain (name) 

open street maps) 

eq/ton dm) 

handling equipment per specific location (name) e.g. 

 

ion per handling equipment type (ton CO2-eq/ton dm) 

treatment needed per specific location (name) 

output form/shape (name) e.g. chips, pellets 

eq/ton dm) 

usable GJ/GJ input *100%) 

usable GJ/GJ input *100%) 
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 Costs 

 Energy 

 Emissions CO

 Emissions NO

 Emissions SO

Revenues Price electricity (

 Price heat (

 Price other type(s) of (intermediat

 
 

5.3.  Calculation method of LocaGIStics: ‘Simple sheet’

‘Simple sheet’ is an excel
energy and GHG effects o
LocaGIStics tool. In Annex A. the content of these 
behind the calculations are
that are needed for the calculations (see 
required basic data is transfe
(biomass data and data on the first transp
sheet 'Input chain') is generated based on the actual design in the LocaGIStics tool:
the chosen biomass types are always delivered at an intermediate collection point 
(biomass yards), however, this can be the sam
biomass is pre-treated at the biomass yard and then shipped on demand to a 
biomass conversion site. 

The sheets in the ‘simple sheet’ 

Input: 
• input basic (content partly standard, partly generat
• input chain (content generated from LocaGIStics)

Calculation of results: 
• calculate costs 
• calculate energy 
• calculate GHG 

Output: 
• global results (summary of calculation results)

 

 

Costs conversion variable (€/ton dm input) 

Energy use for conversion (GJ/m3) 

Emissions CO2 (mg/Nm3) 

Emissions NOx (mg/Nm3) 

Emissions SO2 (mg/Nm3) 

Price electricity (€/GJ) 

Price heat (€/GJ) 

Price other type(s) of (intermediate) products (€/ton)

Calculation method of LocaGIStics: ‘Simple sheet’ 

excel-file that perform a simple calculation of the economic, 
energy and GHG effects of a biomass value chain specially designed in the 

Annex A. the content of these excel-sheets 
ulations are specified. This excel-file itself contains part of the data 

that are needed for the calculations (see sheet 'Input basic'). Another part of the 
required basic data is transferred from the LocaGIStics tool to the sheet 'Input basic' 
(biomass data and data on the first transport means). The set-up of the network (see 
sheet 'Input chain') is generated based on the actual design in the LocaGIStics tool:
the chosen biomass types are always delivered at an intermediate collection point 
(biomass yards), however, this can be the same location as the conversion site; the 

treated at the biomass yard and then shipped on demand to a 

‘simple sheet’ excel-file are aimed at: 

input basic (content partly standard, partly generated from LocaGIStics)
input chain (content generated from LocaGIStics) 

global results (summary of calculation results) 
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a simple calculation of the economic, 
ly designed in the 

sheets and the formula 
file itself contains part of the data 
'Input basic'). Another part of the 

red from the LocaGIStics tool to the sheet 'Input basic' 
up of the network (see 

sheet 'Input chain') is generated based on the actual design in the LocaGIStics tool: 
the chosen biomass types are always delivered at an intermediate collection point 

e location as the conversion site; the 
treated at the biomass yard and then shipped on demand to a 

ed from LocaGIStics) 
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5.4. Data exchange between

The first step in the data exchange 
BeWhere to LocaGIStics. The second step is sending results from LocaGIStics back 
to BeWhere (Figure 8). So designing new biomass chains is an iterative process of 
running the two tools. 

Figure 8. The relation and data exchange 

 
The BeWhere model first optimizes the locations of the bioenergy production plan
under a specific scenario. For a quality control of the results, the following results are 
provided to the LocaGIStics model:

• suggested/selected plant data
• coordinates of suggested locations
• general data of technology such as name, type
• technical data of technology such as size, total biomass demand, hours per 

year; 
• economic data of technology such as fixed

Providing an exact match of the input parameters described in the tables above, the 
LocaGIStics model will then si
production plant determined from the BeWhere model. If the results from the 
simulations are not satisfactory, which means if the plants cannot get enough 
biomass for the capacity determined by the BeWhere mod
a competitive cost and emission reduction, a new 
BeWhere model. In which case, the locations of the plants can be omitted in case the 
locations are not technically feasible, or the cap
of exchange of information between the two models will go on until the results from 
the BeWhere model are proven satisfactory by LocaGIStics in terms of costs and 
emission reduction. This process of quality control impr
considerably. 

xchange between BeWhere and LocaGIStics 

in the data exchange is transferring data about the results from 
BeWhere to LocaGIStics. The second step is sending results from LocaGIStics back 

So designing new biomass chains is an iterative process of 

and data exchange between BeWhere and LocaGIStics.

The BeWhere model first optimizes the locations of the bioenergy production plan
under a specific scenario. For a quality control of the results, the following results are 
provided to the LocaGIStics model: 

uggested/selected plant data; 
coordinates of suggested locations; 
general data of technology such as name, type; 

a of technology such as size, total biomass demand, hours per 

economic data of technology such as fixed costs per year, operation cost.

Providing an exact match of the input parameters described in the tables above, the 
LocaGIStics model will then simulate the collection of the feedstock for each 
production plant determined from the BeWhere model. If the results from the 
simulations are not satisfactory, which means if the plants cannot get enough 
biomass for the capacity determined by the BeWhere model at a specific position, to 
a competitive cost and emission reduction, a new run has to be completed by the 
BeWhere model. In which case, the locations of the plants can be omitted in case the 
locations are not technically feasible, or the capacity may be decreased. This process 
of exchange of information between the two models will go on until the results from 
the BeWhere model are proven satisfactory by LocaGIStics in terms of costs and 
emission reduction. This process of quality control improve the quality of the results 
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is transferring data about the results from 
BeWhere to LocaGIStics. The second step is sending results from LocaGIStics back 

So designing new biomass chains is an iterative process of 

 

between BeWhere and LocaGIStics. 

The BeWhere model first optimizes the locations of the bioenergy production plants 
under a specific scenario. For a quality control of the results, the following results are 

a of technology such as size, total biomass demand, hours per 

costs per year, operation cost. 

Providing an exact match of the input parameters described in the tables above, the 
mulate the collection of the feedstock for each 

production plant determined from the BeWhere model. If the results from the 
simulations are not satisfactory, which means if the plants cannot get enough 

el at a specific position, to 
run has to be completed by the 

BeWhere model. In which case, the locations of the plants can be omitted in case the 
acity may be decreased. This process 

of exchange of information between the two models will go on until the results from 
the BeWhere model are proven satisfactory by LocaGIStics in terms of costs and 

ove the quality of the results 
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6. User interface of LocaGIStics

 

6.1. Getting started with a new variant

The starting screen of LocaGIStics (Figure 
and area of interest (Burgundy
left and the right side of this map
chains e.g. by choosing the size and location of the power plant while designing the 
chain with or without intermediate collection 
one starts specifying the choices in the top left hand pane ‘Countries’, going down to 
the ‘Areas of Interest’, ‘Cases’ and ‘Variants’ pane on the left side. Then the user has 
to move to the top right panes specifying ‘Biomass types’,
plants’ and finally the ‘Intermediate collection points’.

Figure 9. Starting screen of LocaGIStics.

After the choice of the ‘Countries’ (France or
interest’ (Burgundy or Aragon) and ‘Cases
Aragon) (Figure 10) the user continues with the ‘Variants’ pane
11 the variant pane and its 
This can be achieved by cho
pulling it to the right. In this 
the ‘create’ button and a name for the variant of the chain one is going to design (e.g. 
‘Variant 1 only straw’ or ‘Variant 2 
The variant that has been created is highlighted with a yellow bar. If needed the 
name of the variant can be changed.
there are four icons that enable the user to copy, delete, edit and
variant. Editing can be done in a pop

LocaGIStics 

etting started with a new variant 

screen of LocaGIStics (Figure 9) shows a map of the selected 
(Burgundy in this example) and several data entry panes on the 

left and the right side of this map. The user is able to design new 
choosing the size and location of the power plant while designing the 

chain with or without intermediate collection points. To operate the 
one starts specifying the choices in the top left hand pane ‘Countries’, going down to 
the ‘Areas of Interest’, ‘Cases’ and ‘Variants’ pane on the left side. Then the user has 
to move to the top right panes specifying ‘Biomass types’, ‘Biomass conversion 
plants’ and finally the ‘Intermediate collection points’.  

Starting screen of LocaGIStics.  

After the choice of the ‘Countries’ (France or Spain are implemented 
interest’ (Burgundy or Aragon) and ‘Cases’ (Burgundy straw and Miscanthus or 

the user continues with the ‘Variants’ pane (Figure 
 columns are enlarged compared to the picture in Figure 

This can be achieved by choosing the border of the map pane with
 variants pane a new variant can be defined

and a name for the variant of the chain one is going to design (e.g. 
‘Variant 2 mixed straw and Miscanthus’) has to be chosen. 

The variant that has been created is highlighted with a yellow bar. If needed the 
name of the variant can be changed. On the right hand side of the line of a variant 
there are four icons that enable the user to copy, delete, edit and

Editing can be done in a pop-up screen (Figure 12). 
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 biomass delivery 
choosing the size and location of the power plant while designing the 

the LocaGIStics tool 
one starts specifying the choices in the top left hand pane ‘Countries’, going down to 
the ‘Areas of Interest’, ‘Cases’ and ‘Variants’ pane on the left side. Then the user has 

‘Biomass conversion 

 

Spain are implemented sofar), ‘Area of 
’ (Burgundy straw and Miscanthus or 

(Figure 11). In Figure 
enlarged compared to the picture in Figure 9. 

the border of the map pane with the mouse and 
defined after pressing 

and a name for the variant of the chain one is going to design (e.g. 
us’) has to be chosen. 

The variant that has been created is highlighted with a yellow bar. If needed the 
On the right hand side of the line of a variant 

there are four icons that enable the user to copy, delete, edit and (re)calculate the 
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Figure 10. Countries, areas of interest and case panes. 

 

Figure 11. Variants pane.  

 

Figure 12. Edit variant pop-up screen. 

 

. Countries, areas of interest and case panes.  

 

up screen.  
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6.2. Biomass types  

The biomass types pane 
Burgundy case these are straw and Miscanthus). One can choose the actual amount 
of biomass (availability percentage) 
be lower than the maximum). The choice could
needs to put the amount of the other biomass types (now only Miscanthus is 
included) on ‘0’. The biomass availability and related properties (field moisture %
moisture content after intermediate collection/pre
costs and energy use at roadside
default setting (in this case 33% straw and 0% Miscanthus), but can be changed by 
the user. The map shows the biomass availability in a grid pattern 
Deep colored grids have higher bioma
‘active’ biomass type (highlighted with the yellow bar), for which a biomass 
conversion plant is selected is shown on the map. In the Burgundy case straw
yellow and Miscanthus is purple.
the topographical map of the area containing roads, cities, etc

Figure 13. Biomass pane.  

 
Figure 14. Part of the biomass map and regular map (after

 

 (Figure 13) shows the available biomass types (in the 
Burgundy case these are straw and Miscanthus). One can choose the actual amount 

(availability percentage) one wants to include in the analysis (this could 
be lower than the maximum). The choice could be e.g. to use only straw, so then one 
needs to put the amount of the other biomass types (now only Miscanthus is 
included) on ‘0’. The biomass availability and related properties (field moisture %
moisture content after intermediate collection/pre-treatment, higher heating value, 
costs and energy use at roadside) can be edited. All biomass properties have a 
default setting (in this case 33% straw and 0% Miscanthus), but can be changed by 
the user. The map shows the biomass availability in a grid pattern (e.g. 2.5

red grids have higher biomass availability then light colo
‘active’ biomass type (highlighted with the yellow bar), for which a biomass 
conversion plant is selected is shown on the map. In the Burgundy case straw
yellow and Miscanthus is purple. One can also hide the biomass map in order to see 
the topographical map of the area containing roads, cities, etc. (Figure 14)

 

iomass map and regular map (after hide).  
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shows the available biomass types (in the 
Burgundy case these are straw and Miscanthus). One can choose the actual amount 

one wants to include in the analysis (this could 
be e.g. to use only straw, so then one 

needs to put the amount of the other biomass types (now only Miscanthus is 
included) on ‘0’. The biomass availability and related properties (field moisture %, 

, higher heating value, 
) can be edited. All biomass properties have a 

default setting (in this case 33% straw and 0% Miscanthus), but can be changed by 
(e.g. 2.5 x 2.5 km). 

ss availability then light colored grids. The 
‘active’ biomass type (highlighted with the yellow bar), for which a biomass 
conversion plant is selected is shown on the map. In the Burgundy case straw is 

One can also hide the biomass map in order to see 
. (Figure 14). 
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6.3. Biomass conversion plants

In this pane (Figure 15) one can define the power plant location and 
this example the size is chosen to be 30,000 ton dry matter of biomass, and only 
small size deviations of about 10% can be made). By clicking 
can add a new power plant and specify its name and size in terms of amount of 
biomass (in ton dry matter) processed on a yearly basis.
power plant is located on the map (red square) in the center of the reg
can move the red square to t
plant (Figure 16). The suggested locations by the BeWhere optimization model (grey 
diamonds in the map) can be used as a reference point, and the biomass density 
shown on the map (brown grids) is also meant to be a guidance.

Figure 15. Biomass conversion plants pane

Figure 16.  Positioning the conversion plant and the intermediate collection point on the 
map pane.  

 

Biomass conversion plants 

one can define the power plant location and 
this example the size is chosen to be 30,000 ton dry matter of biomass, and only 
small size deviations of about 10% can be made). By clicking the ‘Create’ button one 
can add a new power plant and specify its name and size in terms of amount of 
biomass (in ton dry matter) processed on a yearly basis. After clicking ‘Submit’ a 
power plant is located on the map (red square) in the center of the reg
can move the red square to the location on the map where one want

. The suggested locations by the BeWhere optimization model (grey 
diamonds in the map) can be used as a reference point, and the biomass density 
shown on the map (brown grids) is also meant to be a guidance. 

Biomass conversion plants pane.  

 

Positioning the conversion plant and the intermediate collection point on the 
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one can define the power plant location and demand size (in 
this example the size is chosen to be 30,000 ton dry matter of biomass, and only 

the ‘Create’ button one 
can add a new power plant and specify its name and size in terms of amount of 

After clicking ‘Submit’ a 
power plant is located on the map (red square) in the center of the region. Then one 

wants to locate the 
. The suggested locations by the BeWhere optimization model (grey 

diamonds in the map) can be used as a reference point, and the biomass density 

 

Positioning the conversion plant and the intermediate collection point on the 
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6.4. Intermediate collection points

In this pane the intermediate collection points supplying to the biomass conversion 
plant that was just designed in the former pane can be defined. The first step is to 
click on ‘Create’ and then assign a name. Then click on ‘Submit’.
circle on the map indicating the location of the intermediate collection point
17). The user can now click on this red circle and drag it to the position where he 
wants the intermediate collection to be located. Most likely the place selected should 
be where the biomass is most concentrated spatially so that you obtain short 
transport distances to the intermediate collection point.
intermediate collection coincide with the
right icon in the ‘Intermediate collection point’ pane. This definition of intermediate 
collection points can be repeated for a second intermediate collection point.

Figure 17. Intermediate collection points pane

 

6.5. Results 

The results will be available on the screen and 
the ‘variants pane’ (Figure 
avoided is specified as assessed for the defined biomass delivery chain. In the 
‘Intermediate collection points pane’ 
transport kilometers in every intermediate collection point are shown.

Figure 18.  Example of the 
pane of LocaGIStics. 

ntermediate collection points 

the intermediate collection points supplying to the biomass conversion 
plant that was just designed in the former pane can be defined. The first step is to 
click on ‘Create’ and then assign a name. Then click on ‘Submit’. One will see a red 

map indicating the location of the intermediate collection point
. The user can now click on this red circle and drag it to the position where he 

wants the intermediate collection to be located. Most likely the place selected should 
biomass is most concentrated spatially so that you obtain short 

transport distances to the intermediate collection point. If the user wants to let the 
intermediate collection coincide with the power plant itself he can click on the

‘Intermediate collection point’ pane. This definition of intermediate 
collection points can be repeated for a second intermediate collection point.

 

Intermediate collection points pane.  

ble on the screen and also in the ‘Simple sheet’
(Figure 18) the financial profit, energy profit and the net GHG 

avoided is specified as assessed for the defined biomass delivery chain. In the 
‘Intermediate collection points pane’ (Figure 19) the amount of biomass and the total 
transport kilometers in every intermediate collection point are shown.

Example of the summary of the results that can be reached through
of LocaGIStics.  
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the intermediate collection points supplying to the biomass conversion 
plant that was just designed in the former pane can be defined. The first step is to 

One will see a red 
map indicating the location of the intermediate collection point (Figure 

. The user can now click on this red circle and drag it to the position where he 
wants the intermediate collection to be located. Most likely the place selected should 

biomass is most concentrated spatially so that you obtain short 
If the user wants to let the 

power plant itself he can click on the most 
‘Intermediate collection point’ pane. This definition of intermediate 

collection points can be repeated for a second intermediate collection point. 

also in the ‘Simple sheet’ excel-file. In 
the financial profit, energy profit and the net GHG 

avoided is specified as assessed for the defined biomass delivery chain. In the 
the amount of biomass and the total 

transport kilometers in every intermediate collection point are shown. 

 

that can be reached through the variants 
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Figure 19. Example of the collec

 

 

 

 

 

  

Example of the collection area of Variant 1 shown in the map pane.
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7. How to perform runs with

 

7.1. Define experiments with LocaGIStics 

The case studies can be varied on a number of different aspects

• A choice of different biomass types that are taken into a
supply source. 

• The used availability 
will influence the radius of the supply circle and thus the transport costs. When 
less biomass is available due to a lower percentage the bi
be collected at further distance.

• Inclusion of a biomass yard or not, so two
the production plant.
biomass yards (e.g. in a biomass supply area)

• Different types of pre
chipping at the biomass source, at an intermediate biomass yard or at the 
production plant. 

• Different types of transport (even multi
• The chosen position for the produc
• The capacity of the production plant could be slightly increased (within the 

boundaries of the possibilities, e.g. 5

Furthermore there will be a connection with BeW

• The suggested results of BeWhere need to be transferred to Loc
• A choice has to be made which of the suggested production plants will be the 

first to be further refined in LocaGIStics.
• After the calculations of one production plant possibly m

production plants that were suggested by BeWhere could also be calculated to 
see if there is competition for the biomass (e.g. irregularly shaped supply 
circles). 

• In theory this could continue for all of the suggested production plan
However, that is not really the main goal of using Loc
for further refining the decision for establishing one specific production plant.

  

uns with LocaGIStics 

xperiments with LocaGIStics  

be varied on a number of different aspects, e.g.

A choice of different biomass types that are taken into account as a possible 

availability percentage of the biomass types. It is expected that this 
will influence the radius of the supply circle and thus the transport costs. When 
less biomass is available due to a lower percentage the biomass will have to 
be collected at further distance. 
Inclusion of a biomass yard or not, so two-stage transport or direct transport to 
the production plant. And if included what are the chosen positions for the 
biomass yards (e.g. in a biomass supply area). 
Different types of pre-treatment and the location of these pre
chipping at the biomass source, at an intermediate biomass yard or at the 

Different types of transport (even multi-modal). 
The chosen position for the production plants (e.g. near the main demand).
The capacity of the production plant could be slightly increased (within the 
boundaries of the possibilities, e.g. 5-10%) without a change of the fixed costs.

there will be a connection with BeWhere: 

The suggested results of BeWhere need to be transferred to Loc
A choice has to be made which of the suggested production plants will be the 
first to be further refined in LocaGIStics. 
After the calculations of one production plant possibly more of the surrounding 
production plants that were suggested by BeWhere could also be calculated to 
see if there is competition for the biomass (e.g. irregularly shaped supply 

In theory this could continue for all of the suggested production plan
However, that is not really the main goal of using LocaGIStics, that is meant 
for further refining the decision for establishing one specific production plant.
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There are of course limitations to LocaGIStics:

• This is a simulation tool that will not fi
the effects of a pre-specified supply chain.

• The results depend largely on the choices that are made by the user. 
LocaGIStics just calculates the effects of these decisions.

• The results also depend on the chosen ‘
the rules for choosing which biomass is collected first (e.g. closest first, 
cheapest first, etc.). Depending on a specific regional situation certain rules 
might yield better results than others.

 

7.2. Prepare dedicated simpl

The following steps should be taken
done by the developers of the tool)

• Prepare specific simple sheet with the correct data for the case and rename 
the sheet in the first sheet with case specific code

• Make this the standard simple sheet that is recognized by LocaGIStics in the 
directory /Network/scomp1172.wur.nl/s2biom$/xls/template

• Check for each run if it is made with the correct simple sheet

 

7.3. Specify input of variant

The following steps should be taken:

• Choose country and region
• Create new variant & change data if needed:

o change name of variant (use a numbered code: 001, 002, etc. with 
short description)

o add peeling mechanism because this field is empty
o change data about bulk density if needed (applies 

biomass type)
o change data about 

weight & variable transport costs
o (if applicable the second vehicle needs to be changed in the simple 

sheet) 

  

There are of course limitations to LocaGIStics: 

This is a simulation tool that will not find an optimal solution, and only calculate 
specified supply chain. 

The results depend largely on the choices that are made by the user. 
GIStics just calculates the effects of these decisions. 

The results also depend on the chosen ‘peeling mechanism’, which contains 
the rules for choosing which biomass is collected first (e.g. closest first, 
cheapest first, etc.). Depending on a specific regional situation certain rules 
might yield better results than others. 

Prepare dedicated simple sheet 

The following steps should be taken (for the moment this can unfo
done by the developers of the tool): 

Prepare specific simple sheet with the correct data for the case and rename 
the sheet in the first sheet with case specific code. 

e standard simple sheet that is recognized by LocaGIStics in the 
directory /Network/scomp1172.wur.nl/s2biom$/xls/template. 
Check for each run if it is made with the correct simple sheet.

Specify input of variant 

The following steps should be taken: 

country and region 
Create new variant & change data if needed: 

change name of variant (use a numbered code: 001, 002, etc. with 
short description) 
add peeling mechanism because this field is empty 
change data about bulk density if needed (applies 

) 
change data about the first vehicle used: maximum volume, maximum 
weight & variable transport costs 
(if applicable the second vehicle needs to be changed in the simple 
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nd an optimal solution, and only calculate 

The results depend largely on the choices that are made by the user. 

peeling mechanism’, which contains 
the rules for choosing which biomass is collected first (e.g. closest first, 
cheapest first, etc.). Depending on a specific regional situation certain rules 

ortunately only be 

Prepare specific simple sheet with the correct data for the case and rename 

e standard simple sheet that is recognized by LocaGIStics in the 
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change name of variant (use a numbered code: 001, 002, etc. with 

change data about bulk density if needed (applies only for the first 

: maximum volume, maximum 

(if applicable the second vehicle needs to be changed in the simple 
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• Choose biomass types & change data if needed:
o specify availabil
o correct the moisture content at source and at gate
o change HHV  
o correct biomass costs at roadside
o change energy

• Create Power Plant & change data if needed:
o change name
o specify biomass demand
o allocate on correct position

• Create Intermediate C
o change name (only if located at other position than power plant)
o specify position; if needed make this the same as power plant by ticking 

the box (repeat this in case of a copied variant)
• Press calculate 

 

7.4. Get results 

The following steps should be taken:

• make dedicated subdirectory for the variant with data and code 001, 002, etc.
• make screenshots of input parameters:

o variant 
o biomass types

• make screenshots of results:
o summary screen
o amount biomass supplied to collection points / power plants
o maps of sourcing per power plant and per biomass type

• insert the screenshots in 
• save the simple sheets per power plant
• copy the input data and the cost results in the standard report format

 

 

 

  

 

  

Choose biomass types & change data if needed: 
specify availability percentage  
correct the moisture content at source and at gate 

 
correct biomass costs at roadside 
change energy 

Create Power Plant & change data if needed: 
change name 
specify biomass demand 
allocate on correct position 

Create Intermediate Collection Point 
change name (only if located at other position than power plant)
specify position; if needed make this the same as power plant by ticking 
the box (repeat this in case of a copied variant) 

uld be taken: 

make dedicated subdirectory for the variant with data and code 001, 002, etc.
make screenshots of input parameters: 

biomass types 
make screenshots of results: 

summary screen 
amount biomass supplied to collection points / power plants
maps of sourcing per power plant and per biomass type

insert the screenshots in a standard report format 
save the simple sheets per power plant 
copy the input data and the cost results in the standard report format
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change name (only if located at other position than power plant) 
specify position; if needed make this the same as power plant by ticking 

make dedicated subdirectory for the variant with data and code 001, 002, etc. 

amount biomass supplied to collection points / power plants 
maps of sourcing per power plant and per biomass type 

copy the input data and the cost results in the standard report format 
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8. Final remarks 

 

Besides BeWhere and LocaGIStics there has also been a third logistical assessment 
method that was used especially for the Finnish regional case study. This third tool is 
based on the Witness simulation model and is described in full detail in D3.4+D3.6, 
Annex 3 (Väätäinen et al., 2016)
analysis than LocaGIStics. However, for the time being it has not been integrated yet 
with BeWhere and LocaGIStics and therefore it was not further desc
deliverable. 
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Annex A. ‘Simple sheet’

 

A1. Input Basic 

Biomass basic 

name 
Higher Heating value [GJ/ton dm]
initial moisture content [kg moisture/kg total]
biomass costs at roadside [euro/ton dm]
energy use biomass at roadside [GJ/ton dm]
Form basic 

description form 
bulk density [kg dm/m3] 
specific volume [m3/ton dm] 
Storage basic 

name 
costs [euro/m3.month] 
energy use [MJ/m3.month] 
Transport basic 

name 
maximum volume [m3] 
maximum weight [ton] 
variable vehicle costs per driven km [euro/km
fixed vehicle costs per load [euro]
transport energy [MJ/km] 
Loading/unloading basic 

transport type being (un)loaded 
loading costs [euro/m3] 
unloading costs [euro/m3] 
loading energy [MJ/m3] 
unloading energy [MJ/m3] 
Pretreatment 

name 
output form 
pretreatment costs [euro/m3] 
pretreatment energy [MJ/m3] 
drying costs [euro/ton moisture] 
drying energy [MJ/ton moisture] 
Conversion 

name 
net energy returns electricity [usable GJ/GJ input]
net energy returns heat [usable GJ/GJ input]
evaporation energy moisture [GJ/ton moisture]
capacity input [ton dm/month] 
working hours [per month] 
fixed costs plant + conversion [euro
variable costs conversion [euro/ton dm input]

Simple sheet’ LocaGIStics  

Higher Heating value [GJ/ton dm] 
initial moisture content [kg moisture/kg total] 
biomass costs at roadside [euro/ton dm] 
energy use biomass at roadside [GJ/ton dm] 

1,000/bulk density 

 

variable vehicle costs per driven km [euro/km] double costs related to transport back and 
fixed vehicle costs per load [euro] 

double energy related to transport back and forth

 

 
 

net energy returns electricity [usable GJ/GJ input] 
net energy returns heat [usable GJ/GJ input] 
evaporation energy moisture [GJ/ton moisture] 

fixed costs plant + conversion [euro /year] 
variable costs conversion [euro/ton dm input] 
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double costs related to transport back and forth 

double energy related to transport back and forth 
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energy use [GJ/m3] 
emission CO2 [mg/Nm3] 
emission NOx [mg/Nm3] 
emission SO2 [mg/Nm3] 
emission dust [mg/Nm3] 

Revenues 

price electricity [euro/GJ] 
price heat [euro/GJ] 
 

A2. Input Chain 

Chain 

case description 
calculation number 
biomass chain name 
Biomass 

biomass type 
origin location 
destination location 
description form 
bulk density [kg dm/m3] 
specific volume [m3/ton dm] 
biomass shipped fresh [ton fresh]
moisture content [kg moisture/kg total]
biomass shipped dry [ton dm] 
Storage 

name 
costs [euro/m3.month] 
energy use [MJ/m3.month] 
average storage time [month] 
Transport basic 

name 
maximum volume [m3] 
maximum weight [ton] 
variable vehicle costs per driven km [euro/km]
fixed vehicle costs per load [euro]
transport energy [MJ/ton.km] 
total transport [ton.km] 

transported weigt per trip (if volume limited) 
[ton] 
Loading/unloading basic 

transport type being (un)loaded 
loading costs [euro/m3] 
unloading costs [euro/m3] 
loading energy [MJ/m3] 
unloading energy [MJ/m3] 
  

Formula 

fixed 
fixed 
fixed 
taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
1000/bulk density 

biomass shipped fresh [ton fresh] biomass dry matter / (100 - initial moisture content) * 100
moisture content [kg moisture/kg total] transfer from LocaGIStics 

taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
default that can be changed 

taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 

variable vehicle costs per driven km [euro/km] taken from Input basic 
fixed vehicle costs per load [euro] taken from Input basic 

taken from Input basic 
transfer from LocaGIStics 

transported weigt per trip (if volume limited) 
IF (max volume/specific volume) < maximum weight 
THEN = (max volume/specific volume) 
ELSE = Maximum weight 

 taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
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initial moisture content) * 100 

IF (max volume/specific volume) < maximum weight  
THEN = (max volume/specific volume)  
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Pretreatment 

name 
biomass output 
pretreatment costs [euro/m3] 
pretreatment energy [MJ/m3] 
drying costs [euro/ton moisture] 
drying energy [MJ/ton moisture] 
 

A3. Calculate costs & revenues

Costs 

purchase costs [euro] 

storage costs [euro] 

transport costs [euro] 

number of transports 

loading/ unloading costs [euro] 

pretreatment costs [euro] 

drying costs [euro] 

variable conversion costs [euro] 

fixed conversion costs [euro] 

total conversion costs [euro] 

Revenues 

electricity [euro] 

heat [euro] 

 

A4. Calculate energy 

Returns 

gross energy [GJ] 

evaporation energy [GJ] 

electricity [GJ] 

heat [GJ] 

taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 
taken from Input basic 

 taken from Input basic 
 taken from Input basic 

Calculate costs & revenues 

Formula 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * biomass costs at roadside 
[euro/ton dm] 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 
storage costs [euro/m3.month] * average storage time [month]

(total transport [ton.km] * variable vehicle costs per driven km 
[euro/km])/ transported weigt per trip (if volume limited) [ton]

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] / max volume or
biomass / transported weight (in case of volume limited)

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 

(loading costs [euro/m3] + unloading costs [euro/m3])

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 
pretreatment costs [euro/m3] 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 
drying costs [euro/ton moisture] 

 biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * variable costs conversion 
[euro/ton dm input] 

fixed costs plant + conversion [euro /year] ONLY ONCE!

variable conversion costs + fixed conversion costs [euro]

 

electricity * payment electricity 

heat * payment heat 

Formula 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * Higher Heating value [GJ/ton dm]

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * moisture cont
total] * evaporation energy moisture [GJ/ton moisture]

(gross energy - evaporation energy) * net energy returns 
electricity [usable GJ/GJ input] 

(gross energy - evaporation energy) * net energy returns heat 
[usable GJ/GJ input] 
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biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * biomass costs at roadside 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] *  
average storage time [month] 

(total transport [ton.km] * variable vehicle costs per driven km 
[euro/km])/ transported weigt per trip (if volume limited) [ton] 

or year consumed 
biomass / transported weight (in case of volume limited) 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] *  

(loading costs [euro/m3] + unloading costs [euro/m3]) 

d dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] *  

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] *  

* variable costs conversion 

fixed costs plant + conversion [euro /year] ONLY ONCE! 

variable conversion costs + fixed conversion costs [euro] 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * Higher Heating value [GJ/ton dm] 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * moisture content [kg moisture/kg 
total] * evaporation energy moisture [GJ/ton moisture] 

evaporation energy) * net energy returns 

evaporation energy) * net energy returns heat 
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Use 

purchase energy [GJ] 

average storage energy [GJ] 

transport energy [GJ] 

loading/ unloading energy [GJ] 

pretreatment energy [GJ] 

drying energy [GJ] 

energy used for conversion [GJ] 

 

A5. Calculate GHG 

Avoided (based on coal 
replacement) 

electricity [CO2-equivalents] 

heat [CO2-equivalents] 

Emission (based on diesel 
consumption) 

purchase GHG emission [CO2-
equivalents] 

average storage GHG emission 
[CO2-equivalents] 

transport GHG emission [CO2-
equivalents] 

loading/ unloading GHG emission 
[CO2-equivalents] 

pretreatment GHG emission 
[CO2-equivalents] 

drying GHG emission [CO2-
equivalents] 

conversion GHG emission [CO2-
equivalents] 

 

  

 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * energy use biomass at roadside 
[GJ/ton dm] 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 
storage energy use [MJ/m3.month] * average storage time 
[month] /1000  

(total transport [ton.km] * transport energy [MJ/ton.km])/ ( 
transported weigt per trip (if volume limited) [ton] * 1000)

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 
(loading energy [MJ/m3] + unloading energy [MJ/m3])/1000

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 
pretreatment energy [MJ/m3] / 1000 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 
drying energy [MJ/ton moisture] / 1000 

 biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 
conversion energy use [GJ/m3] 

Formula 

electricity [GJ] * sum emission factors coal 

heat [GJ] * sum emission factors coal 

 

purchase energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel

average storage energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel

transport energy [GJ] * sum emission factors d

loading/ unloading GHG emission 
loading/unloading energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel

pretreatment energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel

drying energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel

-
energy used for conversion [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel
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biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * energy use biomass at roadside 

lume [m3/ton dm] * 
storage energy use [MJ/m3.month] * average storage time 

(total transport [ton.km] * transport energy [MJ/ton.km])/ ( 
transported weigt per trip (if volume limited) [ton] * 1000) 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 
(loading energy [MJ/m3] + unloading energy [MJ/m3])/1000 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 

biomass shipped dry [ton dm] * specific volume [m3/ton dm] * 

purchase energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel 

average storage energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel 

transport energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel 

loading/unloading energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel 

pretreatment energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel 

drying energy [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel 

energy used for conversion [GJ] * sum emission factors diesel 
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A6. Global results (example Variant 3 Burgundy case)

Output simple chain calculation

Case description
Calculation number

Biomass chain name

Total throughput: 
[ton dm]: 

from sources

Revenues and costs: 
[euro] 

electricity revenues
heat revenues

purchase costs
storage costs

transport costs
loading/unloading costs

pretreatment costs
dryi

conversion costs

Energy returns and use:
GJ] 

electricity returns

heat returns

energy used for purchas
energy used for storage

energy used for transport
energy used for loading/unloading

energy used for pretreatment
 energy used for drying

energy used for conversion

 
 
 
 
 

(example Variant 3 Burgundy case) 

Output simple chain calculation       

Case description Case: Burgundy straw and Miscanthus, variant: 102
Calculation number 803 

Biomass chain name bioenergy 

        

from sources 30,008 

         

electricity revenues 7,214,712 
heat revenues 1,023,867 total revenues 

purchase costs 511,079 
storage costs 271,328 

transport costs 132,376 
loading/unloading costs 67,492 

pretreatment costs 2,791,724 
drying costs 0 

conversion costs 1,525,232 total costs 
profit 

Energy returns and use:         

electricity returns 134,578 

heat returns 322,987 
total energy 

returns 

energy used for purchase 22,891 
energy used for storage 0 

energy used for transport 162 
energy used for loading/unloading 775 

energy used for pretreatment 56,195 
energy used for drying 0 

energy used for conversion 10 total energy use 
energy profit 
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iscanthus, variant: 102 

8,238,579 

5,299,231 
2,939,348 

457,564 

80,032 
377,532 
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Green House Gas avoided and 
emission 
[ton CO2-equivalents] 

electricity GHG avoided

heat GHG avoided

GHG emission for purchase
GHG emission for st

GHG emission for transport
GHG emission for 
loading/unloading

GHG emission for pretreatment
GHG emission for drying

GHG emission for conversion

 

  

 

House Gas avoided and 

electricity GHG avoided 12,731 

heat GHG avoided 30,555 
total GHG 

avoided 
  

GHG emission for purchase 1,702 
GHG emission for storage 0 

GHG emission for transport 12 
GHG emission for 
loading/unloading 58 

GHG emission for pretreatment 4,178 
GHG emission for drying 0 

GHG emission for conversion 1 
total GHG 
emission 
net GHG 
avoided 
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43,287 

5,950 

37,337 


